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Abstract
In the development of drug delivery technologies for treating complex diseases, encapsulating

multiple compounds and manipulating their sustained-release kinetics independently (for optimal

therapeutic effect) can be challenging. Toward this goal, we previously developed a fluid-dynamic

technology based on multi-drop interactions to produce solid toroidal-spiral (TS) particles. During

sedimentation in a miscible, viscous liquid, polymeric drops self-assemble into a reproducible and

controllable TS structure, which can be solidified into particles by photo-initiated cross-linking of

the polymer. The goal of encapsulating multiple drops of different physical properties (such as

size and density) generally requires complicated and time-consuming laboratory iteration on the

starting conditions, because all satellite drops (containing drugs) must catch up and coalesce simul-

taneously with the main drop that forms the surrounding matrix upon solidification. In this paper

we consider a model system for multi-drop entrainment that features a main drop followed by three

smaller satellite drops arranged in a horizontal, triangular array. Experiments visualized with a

high-speed camera are used to validate computer simulations based upon a swarm-of-Stokeslets

method. The simulations accurately track complex drop configurations involving intertwined in-

terfaces. Replacing the actual starting drop shapes with suitably positioned, volume-equivalent

spheres yields very similar configurations: the crucial deformations and interactions occur dur-

ing sedimentation, as opposed to during the initial injection of the drops. The simulations are

then used to formulate two robust rules of thumb by which further trial-and-error (whether in the

laboratory or by computation) can be avoided toward encapsulating multiple satellite drops with

different properties. The first rule applies to satellite drops of different properties but symmet-

ric starting positions, and establishes the single-drop Hadamard-Rybczynski (HR) sedimentation

velocity as the crucial parameter. The second rule makes use of a universal entrainment map

by which three satellite drops of the same radius but different densities and asymmetric starting

positions can all be encapsulated at an arbitrarily prescribed distance of sedimentation. Two final

simulations demonstrate how both rules can be combined to successfully design an (asymmet-

ric) injection geometry to encapsulate three satellite drops of different radii and densities, at an

arbitrarily prescribed distance of sedimentation. Understanding fundamental hydrodynamics of

interaction between multiple drops could lead to potential scale up of production of TS particles

and also impact applications of mixing and printing in general.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous papers [107, 115] have combined experiments and computer simulations to study
the fluid dynamics of forming polymeric TS structures for (i) single drops, (ii) axisymmetric,
vertically displaced pairs of drops, and (iii) horizontal, linear multi-drop arrays. Potential
biomedical applications of this phenomenon have also been established through the labo-
ratory study of drug release kinetics as well as confirmation of the bioactivity of specific
anti-cancer drug combinations released from TS particles [106]. One example of encapsu-
lating four satellite drops starting in a square array around and above the main drop was
also reported [115]. Here our model system for multi-drop entrainment involves a horizontal
triangular array of satellite drops, with separate pockets encapsulated within the main drop.
Our investigation of such heterogeneous structures is motivated by the possibility of (i) en-
capsulating otherwise incompatible drug mixtures within one drug-delivery particle and (ii)
formulating the polymeric compositions to tune the multi-drug release kinetics for optimum
therapeutic effect. The potential biomedical applications of the two-drug TS particles were
demonstrated for the glioblastoma multiforme disease model [106, 115]. In this paper we in-
vestigate the encapsulation of triangular arrays of satellite drops in quantitative detail. Our
aim is to formulate an effective scheme for setting initial conditions for arrays of drops with
different properties and to precisely predict the resulting structures after sedimentation and
interaction have run their course. In particular, we conduct systematic parametric study to
arrive at rules of thumb that reduce experimental trial and error.

The phenomena considered in this paper can be situated in several ways within the volu-
minous literature on drop dynamics. The shape evolution of the main drop that is advanta-
geous for encapsulating therapeutic drugs to make TS particles represents an early stage in
the formation of a miscible vortex ring during sedimentation, which can eventually disinte-
grate due to a Rayleigh-Taylor [42, 108]. Experiments on this subject date back to Rogers in
1858 [98], Tomlinson in 1864 [120], Thomson and Newall in 1885 [119] and Northrup in 1912
[80]. These authors explored various combinations and compositions of liquids (affecting
density and viscosity), methods of introducing the drop into the bath, and resultant effects
upon shape evolution and modes of breakup. For example, Thomson and Newall correlated
distance traveled while the ring remained cohesive against the phase of shape oscillation of
the drop in free fall just before splashing onto the surface of the bath. They also observed
inhibition of ring formation due to interfacial tension attending immiscible drops. Interest in
such phenomena gradually reignited with the experiments of Stucke in 1954 [113], Chapman
and Critchlow in 1967 [15] and Arecchi et al. in 1989 [6] and also the small-deformation and
slender-ring asymptotics of Kojima et al. in 1984 [44]. Contemporaneously a parallel strand
of literature grew around suspension drops [1–3, 11, 12, 25, 54, 57, 67, 75, 88, 105, 114], for
which a broad analogy with miscible drops coexists with interesting additional substructural
effects arising from particle-scale interactions. For example, Adacchi et al. [2], Nitsche and
Batchelor [75], Ekiel-Jezewska et al. [25] and Alabrudzinski et al. [3] provided increasingly
refined estimates of the sedimentation velocity of a dilute spherical swarm based upon a
point-force representation of the particles. It followed inter alia that the settling velocity
of an individual particle was vastly exceeded by that of the swarm. Sedimentation of in-
dividual particles relative to their local fluid environment, however slow compared to their
collective speed, leads to the swarm extending outside the envelope of closed streamlines
that would otherwise be analogous to the Hadamard-Rybczynski solution [32, 43]. Together
with fluctuating particle interactions, this leads to an exodus of particles in a narrow tail
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[1, 75]. In the concentrated regime, the experiments by Arkhipov and Usanina [7] included
a novel way of generating the spherical clouds of particles. They measured and correlated
drag coefficients for small to O(1) Reynolds number.

A dynamical system representing inertialess interactions between sedimenting point forces
(Stokeslets) captures the entire cascade of shapes from initial deformation to formation
of a ring to its eventual disintegration and also coalescence and mixing of two trailing
blobs [1, 57, 67]. Of particular interest en route to disintegration is the transition from a
closed torus (whose hole is shielded by an envelope of closed streamlines) to an open torus
(in which streamlines pass through the hole). Hydrodynamic interaction with a planar
wall [74], modeled with the Blake image Stokeslet [10], and polydispersity [36] both reduce
time/distance to breakup of the ring.

For vanishing Reynolds number, tracking a sufficiently dense swarm of Stokeslets is for-
mally equivalent to solving the inhomogeneous (i.e., body-force-driven) Stokes equations, an
analogy which is numerically useful for modeling liquid drops — especially when the shapes
evolve in complicated ways, e.g., involving coalescence and rupture of interfaces [57, 76–
79, 107, 115]. With no corrections to the far-field O(1/r) hydrodynamic interactions, the
swarm-of-Stokeslets approach should only be applied to dilute suspension drops: volume
fraction φ ≪ 1. Inertial effects upon sedimentation of dilute particle swarms were stud-
ied by Subramamanian and Koch [114] and Pignatel et al. [88] via Oseen interactions. The
regime of macro-scale inertia corresponds to non-negligible Reynolds number Red based upon
the size and settling velocity of the suspension drop while the former is small compared to
the inertial screening length. One might attempt to model the swarm as a liquid drop with
that Reynolds number, but this is correct only in the limit of particle Reynolds Rep ≪ φ1/2.
Assuming this limit, a further regime of micro-scale inertia comes in when the inertial
screening length diminishes toward the size of the swarm, which means Red ∼ φRe−2

p ≫ 1.

When Rep ≫ φ1/2 there is only the micro-inertial regime, without intervening Stokes or
macro-inertial regimes. For dilute swarms, micro-scale inertia can be modeled with pair-
wise Oseen (as opposed to Stokeslet) interactions. These show repulsion in all directions
except the wake, where there is attraction. In contrast to a Stokeslet swarm (which remains
roughly spherical), the collective effect of Oseen interactions is to first dramatically flatten
the swarm, and then expand it with a fixed (small) aspect ratio. Subramanian and Koch
[114] provided a continuum theory for this behavior and suggested simulations using the
swarms of Oseen particles. Such simulations were later carried out by Pignatel et al. [88].
They found that, by increasing the liquid inertia, the shape instability of the swarm can
be accelerated. Although a sufficiently fine swarm of Stokeslets (or suitable regularizations
thereof) always provides a good representation of a miscible drop evolving in creeping flow,
the parameters involved may or may not apply to a sedimenting swarm of actual particles.
Numerics and experiments agree in concluding that inertial effects and particle-scale fluctua-
tions hasten the shape evolution of suspension drops [11, 12, 54, 88]. Finally, for polydisperse
suspensions, Faletra et al. [26] studied the inhibibition of segregation by hydrodynamic in-
tercations and the collective flow. They found good agreement between experiments and
computer simulations based upon Oseen interactions.

Immiscible drops pit the restoring influence of interfacial tension against viscous and iner-
tial effects that act unimpeded in miscible drops to produce deformation, ring formation and
eventual breakup. Experiments by Baumann et al. [9] showed that higher drop/bath vis-
cosity ratio and Reynolds number were needed to form vortex rings with immiscible drops.
Landeau et al. [45] characterized the destabilization of immiscible vortex rings at larger
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Reynolds numbers, extending to the turbulent regime. For viscoelastic drops sedimenting in
an immiscible bath, dimpling and formation of toroids have been studied experimentally and
via perturbation theory [111] and also numerically by finite differences with front tracking
[68]. Miscible (i.e., non-capillary, interdiffusing) interfaces can also manifest (transient) in-
terfacial tension [110]; its influence on drop dynamics and interactions has received attention
in the literature [121, 123]. Extensive discussion of phenomena and literature surrounding
sedimenting vortex rings can be found in the monograph by Joseph and Renardy [42] and
a review paper by Meleshko et al. [66]. The latter provides a notably historical perspective
spanning 150 years and over 200 references. An extraordinarily extensive annotated bibli-
ography (exceeding one thousand entries) on vortex dynamics [65] devotes its section 2.4 to
vortex rings.

Several recent papers have considered immiscible liquid tori in flows other than sedimen-
tation. Stationary ring shapes (including streamlines) and time evolution in an axisymmetric
compressional flow were modeled with variational and boundary integral methods, respec-
tively, for unit viscosity ratio [132] and then arbitrary viscosity ratio [24, 131]. A similar
variational approach was applied to stationary liquid rings in a uniform electric field for
the same progression in viscosity ratios [133, 134]. To directly form liquid tori of arbitrary
aspect ratio, Pairam and coworkers [84–86] injected a viscous or nematic liquid over one
revolution within a rotating immiscible bath. Depending on the aspect ratio, they observed
collapse into a single drop or Rayleigh-Plateau breakup into multiple drops. The tori could
be stabilized by comprising the bath of a yield-stress liquid.

By way of summary on sedimentation of miscible and suspension drops, an overarching
conclusion is that an initial deviation from spherical shape is required to start the instability
that passes through entrainment and ring formation to breakup in creeping flow. Higher
Reynolds numbers accelerate the progression and can even cause the cascade starting from
a spherical shape. Our manufacture of TS particles arrests the configurational evolution at
an early stage and occurs in the former regime.

Aside from sedimenting vortex rings, the present work can also be situated more generally
within the literature of drop dynamics. A geophysical motivation for much theoretical and
experimental work in this area is the motion and interaction of bubbles in magmas and lavas
and also rising mantle plumes [58, 59, 61, 63, 125]. For buoyancy-driven versus imposed
flows, respectively, the Bond number and capillary number are the crucial dimensionless
groups that represent the competition between viscous forces acting to deform the drops
and interfacial tension tending to restore a spherical shape (to minimize surface area).

Bo =
(∆ρ)ga2

σ
, Ca =

µV

σ
(1)

One can regard the Bond number as the capillary number into which has been inserted the
characteristic buoyant or sedimentation velocity scale in creeping flow. Although transient
interfacial tension can exist between miscible, interdiffusing liquids [110], immiscible versus
miscible drops are usually distinguished by finite versus infinite Bond number.

For creeping flow, boundary integral and boundary element methods are particularly
prominent in the computational modeling of drop deformation and interaction [20, 89–94].
Meshing interfaces instead of the volumes that they enclose reduces the total number of
elements and their geometric complexity, although with the burden of tracking and adap-
tive refinement. For buoyancy-driven motion at various Bond numbers, Davis [20] treated
axisymmetric interactions between trailing drops. A series of papers by Manga, Stone and
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coworkers progressed with three-dimensional boundary integral numerics from two-drop sys-
tems [60, 61] to multi-drop arrays up to ten [58, 62] and also treated hydrodynamic inter-
actions with solid walls and deformable interfaces [40, 63]. Griggs et al. [29, 30] considered
the influence on buoyant drop motion of an inclined, planar wall. For drops in Poiseuille
flow, they modeled parallel walls and their influence on velocity and lateral migration [28].
Axisymmetric squeezing of a drop through a ring constriction was modeled by Ratcliffe et

al. [96]. Zinchenko and Davis [138] considered constrictions formed by two discs and two
or three spheres. Boundary element methods (BEM) have progressed to model emulsions
sedimenting and subjected to shear or extensional flows [56, 59, 137, 142, 146] and even
squeezing through the interstices of granular porous media [21, 139–141, 143].

Interfacial fine structures are also resolvable with front tracking methods in both two-
dimensional/axisymmetric cases [23, 41, 68–72, 81, 103] and fully three-dimensional geome-
tries [122]. The underlying flow solver typically uses the finite-difference or finite-volume
methods, and has been implemented for the Navier-Stokes equations and also viscoelastic
fluids. Sophisticated, adaptive meshing for boundary elements [18–20, 30, 141] and front
tracking [122] can closely approach and even calculate through breakup and coalescence
of drops. However, extreme stretching, winding and rupture of interfaces and changes of
topology (as observed with sedimenting vortex rings) seems more amenable to a swarm of
Stokeslets owing to the “automatic ‘renewal’ of the interfacial zone with particles from the
interior” [57]. Tracking of (axisymmetric) interfaces as coordinate lines is also inherent to
boundary-fitted-grid methods [99–102].

Volumetric methods are geared toward reconstructing interfaces on a Eulerian grid in-
stead of Lagrangian tracking. These include level-set methods [8, 14, 22, 82, 118, 127] the
volume-of-fluid (VOF) method [17, 31, 33, 35, 51, 97, 104] the diffuse-interface method,
[5, 130], and immersed interface methods [37, 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 55, 116, 117, 128, 129, 135].
By avoiding the intricate bookkeeping of connection, disconnection and reconnection be-
tween surface elements, the volumetric, front capturing approach can model very intricate
interfacial evolutions. Such methods attain sub-grid resolution in one way or another and
at various orders of accuracy, but only up to a point. Motivated by the analogy with sus-
pension drops, sedimenting miscible drops present a context in which computations based
upon a swarm of Stokeslets are uniquely capable. Because of the slow 1/r decay of the
Stokeslet with distance, the motion of each particle is dominated by far-field interactions,
whereas near neighbors contribute only weakly [13, 57]. Thus, local fine structures tracked
by the particles can result from gross features of the flow field, much as in mixing flows
[83] — which would not be the case with capillary interfaces (finite Bond number). The
(drop-following) Eularian grid used for particle-mesh lumping can therefore be much coarser
than the particulate discretization and still resolve the interfacial fine structures accurately
[78, 107, 115].

Boundary integral/element simulations by Manga and Stone [62] and Zinchenko et al.

[141] are most closely related to the present work because they treated hyrodynamic in-
teractions between multiple miscible drops at unit viscosity ratio (as we do). This paper
fills a knowledge gap in parametric study of multi-drop interactions, specifically toward the
answering the question: Given three satellite drops of arbitrary sizes and densities, how
should their starting configuration be chosen so that they will become simultaneously en-
trained within a sedimenting main drop with a final multi-compartment shape that — upon
solidification by cross-linking — produces a TS particle that is suitable for drug-delivery
applications? We present an easily-applied rule of thumb plus a parametric map with which
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the desired TS particles can be produced in the laboratory without trial and error on the
starting configuration. This methodology, which could readily be applied to other numbers
of satellite drops, was not available in the previous literature.

Having situated — within the relevant literature of fluid mechanics — our particular
approach to generating multi-compartment particles, we now flesh out motivations for and
applications of such structures along with related and alternative methods of manufacture.
Multi-compartment structures are desired for potential applications in chemical and bio-
chemical screening, assays for cells, cell encapsulation, cell culture, cell-free production of
proteins, and drug delivery [4, 136]. In particular, their capabilities as functional carri-
ers could enable co-encapsulation of incompatible encapsulants as well as to achieve inde-
pendently tunable controlled release of individual compounds [34, 106, 115]. Microfluidic
techniques are commonly used to generate multicompartment capsules, based on double or
higher order emulsions, and they allow for control in droplet size, composition and struc-
ture within the capsules. Distinctive aqueous droplets can be encapsulated into dual-core
and multiple-core capsules using double emulsion with specific design of co-flow microfluidic
devices [87, 109]. Precise flow control and composition of the fluid phases determine the
stability of the inner cores allowing the capsule to act as microreactors [16] or with con-
trollable encapsulate release [124]. Incorporation of parallel capillaries (or needles) permits
the production of independent compartments with individual shells as nospherical [47] and
multicompartmental janus microcapsules [126] by means of coaxial flow. The flexibility of
different internal and external fluids enabled the formation of capsules with diverse topology
for multiple drugs as well as co-encapsulation of cells. The shapes of microparticles (e.g.,
pear-like, mushroom, bowl) affects release kinetics for drug delivery applications [39].

Most closely related to our previous papers [106, 107, 115], the concept of solidifying vor-
tex rings and other structures formed by droplets upon impact with liquid surfaces has been
developed in several directions. Our main drop (made of low molecular weight PEGDA)
solidified because of photochemically triggered cross linking with a dissolved initiator. Op-
tional solidification of the entrained, trailing drop (which included sodium alginate in addi-
tion to the anti-VEGFR-2 antibody) occurred by gelation in contact with calcium chloride
in the bulk solution. Gelation of alginate for the main (and only) drop triggered by calcium
chloride, calcium diacetate and/or barium diacetate in the gelation bath has also been used
[38, 39, 64]. An et al. [4] generalized the gelation (vortex ring “freezing”) mechanism to
nanoclays and silica nanocolloids. Toward smaller sizes and scale-up of manufacture, they
also used electrospray technology to generate the droplets to be frozen; see also [136] in con-
nection with similar production of chitosan-metal hydrogel rings as adsorbents. Systematic
tuning of the conditions of drop impact allows control of the shapes formed [4, 64, 107].
Finally, He et al. [34] provide an interesting conceptual contrast to our approach for gener-
ating multi-compartment particles. Whereas our trailing drop catches up to and becomes
entrained in the main drop after sedimenting through a significant distance in the bath, their
co-extruded drops first coalesce into a multi-compartment drop before being introduced into
the gelation bath. The previous literature appears not to have provided systematic paramet-
ric study of simultaneous entrainment of multiple (here, three) trailing, satellite drops with
different sizes and densities within a leading, main drop during sedimentation. Our work in
this paper, resulting in actionable rules of thumb, would enable such multidrop coalescence
in the laboratory without further trial and error on the starting conditions for the drops.
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II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Materials

Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) MW700, glycerol and ethanol were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St.Louis, Mo). Water used in all experiments was deionized to 18.2
Ω·cm (Nanopure II, Barnstead, Dubuque, IA). All materials were purchased at standard
grades and used as received. The viscosities of the (main) polymer drop and surrounding
bath solutions, of the same composition as in this work and Newtonian, had been previously
measured [107, 115] using a rheometer (Physica MCR 302, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria): they
are 0.0262 and 0.0312 Pa·s, respectively.

B. Experimental setup

The arrangement enables the injection of a main drop surrounded by three smaller satellite
drops (Fig. 1(a)). The polymer concentration of the main drop was higher (83% w/w,
PEG-DA 700); that in the satellite droplets was lower, being varied to assess the effects
of density and size upon the formation of TS structures. Silicon capillaries (ID: 536.2µm,
OD: 658.3µm, Polymicro Technologies) were fixed to a triangular geometry, where a central
one is surrounded equidistantly by three more. Separately, the central and the neighboring
capillaries are connected to syringe pumps that infuse the drops with controlled volume. The
central needle was optimized to infuse a volume of 40µl at 1.2 ml/min and simultaneously
each surrounding needle 3.3 µl at 0.3 ml/min. These drops sediment and interact within
a bulk solution of glycerol and ethanol that is constituted to (i) approximately match the
drop phase viscosity and (ii) provide a suitable density difference for sedimentation. Further
experimental details appear in Sec. I of the Supplemental Material [48].

C. Recording of images

Camera images and videos were captured with a magnification lens (MLH-10X, Com-
putar, Commack, NY) to record drop shapes, multidrop interaction and confirm droplet
encapsulation (Prosilica GX 1050, Allied Vision Technology, Germany). The images were
taken at 67 frames per second.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD FOR COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

A. Swarm-of-Stokeslets method

In the experiments the drops sedimented at low Reynolds and their viscosities approxi-
mately matched that of the surrounding bath. Under these conditions, the velocity field in
and round the drops can be calculated directly by integrating the Greens function of the
Stokes equations against the net body force (∆ρ)g, which is nonzero only within the drops
and uniform within each drop α (α = 1 for the main drop and α = 2, 3, 4 for the satellite
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FIG. 1. Starting configuration of four drops. (a) Experimental set-up for drop sedimentation

and entrainment. Central (main) and surrounding (satellite) drops were infused using syringe

pumps with precisely controlled volume. (b) Volume-equivalent spheres were used to represent

the droplets in some simulations. Radius a1 refers to the main drop whereas a2, a3, a4 refer

to the (smaller) satellite drops. (c) Schematic diagram of the starting configuration of a drop

simulation. The bottom-based vertical coordinates zα are converted to center-based coordinates

z′α for the simulation code. Horizontally projected center-to-center distances d1α between the main

and satellite drops match the experiments.

drops.)

v(r, t) =
4∑

α=1

∫
Vα(t)

(∆ρ)ng ·G(r − q) dV [q]. (2)

Here G is the Stokeslet tensor,

G(r) = (8πµ‖r‖)−1(I + ‖r‖−2rr), (3)

with µ the viscosity. The instantaneous shapes of the drops determine the flow field that in
turn moves and deforms them, resulting in nonlinear dynamics. Equation (2) has a counter-
part in the boundary-integral method [18–20, 27–29, 56, 60, 62, 89–95, 112, 138, 144, 145],
wherein the volume integral is transferred to the interfaces [57]. Also in this surface for-
mulation, unit viscosity ratio avoids solution of an integral equation and leaves a simple
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evolution equation analogous to (2) [62, 93]. The numerical benefit of two-dimensional sur-
face discretization (as opposed to a three-dimensional volumetric discretization) diminishes
once the interfaces become highly distended and intertwined. This is observed in the exper-
iments, and would require very complicated adaptive remeshing [18–20, 138, 144, 145]. Our
volumetric, Lagrangian method (essentially a Monte Carlo quadrature scheme) replaces each
drop with a statistically uniform swarm of particles, and the volume integral (2) is approx-
imated by a sum over point forces. We thus obtain a coupled dynamical system of ODEs
for the coordinates of the particles,

dri

dt
=

M∑
j=1

f j ·G(ri − rj), (4)

which is solved numerically with a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme. The computations
only “know” about the particles: extreme geometric complexity of the evolving interfaces
(which represents a visual interpretation on a length scale much larger than the interparticle
separation) is incidental and easily handled. Characteristic of particle methods, we can
take notably large time steps. The underlying theory and computational methodology – the
latter involving a FFT-based particle-mesh scheme to speed up the summations – has been
described in previous papers [57, 76–79, 107, 115], to which we relegate details.

B. Dimensionless formulation

To render the simulations dimensionless we use the horizontally projected radius R1 of
the main drop in its starting configuration as the characteristic length and µ/[(∆ρ)gR1]
as the characteristic time. On this dimensionless basis a sphere of unit radius a = 1 and
uniform body-force density F = 15/4 would sediment at unit velocity v = 1, according to
the Hadamard-Rybczynski (HR) solution [32].

vα = 4Fa2α/15, (5)

where we have used the subscript α to distinguish the main drop (α = 1) from the satellite
drops (α = 2, 3, 4). The elapsed time to reach a given position is (i) proportional to the
viscosity, (ii) inversely proportional to the body-force density, and (iii) inversely proportional
to the square of the radius. By matching the vertical position Z of the (bottom of the)
main drop between dimensionless simulations and laboratory images, we confirm, within
negligible error (see Sec. II in the Supplemental Material [48]), a direct proportionality
between dimensionless and laboratory time variables. For validating the simulated evolution
of drop configurations, we can therefore use cumulative sedimentation distance as a proxy
for time: What is important is to compare the simulated configurations with the laboratory
images at the same position Z scaled to the initial drop radius R1. Similarly, the absolute
magnitude of the dimensionless body-force density F is not crucial. What is important is
the ratio of body-force density of each satellite drop relative to the main drop: F2/F1, F3/F1,
F4/F1. Replacing the sedimentation velocity of the main drop with the HR velocity of a
sphere of the same radius at unit viscosity ratio, we arrive at an estimate of the Reynolds
number:

Re = 4ρ(∆ρ)gR3
1/[15µ

2]. (6)

Based upon the laboratory parameters the Reynolds number should be small; see Sec. III in
the Supplemental Material [48]. On a post facto basis, the sedimentation velocities were also
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determined directly from the laboratory images, using the ruled scale in the background.
As listed in the captions of Figs. 2 and 3, the resulting Reynolds number did not exceed 0.1
in the experiments. Thus we are justified in applying the swarm-of-Stokeslets method to
simulate the drop interactions.

C. Simulated drop shapes

Our previous paper [107] detailed the algorithm and assumptions used to convert lab-
oratory images into three-dimensional domains Vα representing the drops (α = 1, 2, 3, 4),
from which the volumes Vα could be calculated. Each domain Vα was then populated with a
statistically uniform swarm of Nα Stokeslets, each Stokeslet having force fα = FαVα/Nα in
the downward direction, consistent with the dimensionless body-force density Fα. The most
realistic simulations of sedimentation would be expected using initial drop shapes converted
from the high-speed-camera images taken at the endpoint of injection (Figs. 2 and 3). To
form the triangular array of satellite drops, we replicated one of the satellite drops (suit-
ably rotated) at the 120-degree symmetric locations. Some simulations were started with
volume-equivalent spheres in place of the satellite drops and even the main drop, which
yielded very similar configurational evolutions – especially when compared at the same cu-
mulative distance of sedimentation (Fig. 4). To be precise, we denote with the symbols
aα the dimensionless radii of the volume-equivalent spheres associated with the initial drop
shapes (α = 1, 2, 3, 4). Note that a1 is therefore not equal to the horizontally projected di-
mensionless radius of the main drop – the latter being unity given the lengthscale R1 defined
earlier. The vertically elongated shape implies that a1 > 1 to account for larger volume than
would be expected from its horizontal projection. Whenever a volume-equivalent sphere is
used in place of the actual drop shape, the vertical coordinate of its center, z′α, is chosen
such that the bottom of the sphere is level with the bottom of the drop, zα (Fig. 1(b)).

D. Visualization of computer simulations

At any instant the simulated configuration of the drops consists of the Cartesian coordi-
nates of all particles constituting the swarm in 3D space. The direct output of simulations
is a sequence of ASCII files containing these coordinates along with numerical codes to
flag membership in the main drop or one of the three satellite drops. Each configurational
“snapshot” is visualized, whether as a 2D projection or in 3D form, using the R software
environment – an open-source package for statistical computing and graphics [73]. To re-
veal internal features of the evolving TS structure, each image depicts only a subset of the
particles lying within a judiciously chosen sectional slice.

IV. VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In Figs. 2 versus 3 we validate low-Reynolds-number simulations of the evolving con-
figuration of one drop (i.e., the main drop only) versus all four drops, respectively. These
calculations account for only sedimentation within an infinite bath of liquid. They do not in-
clude, in decreasing order of their expected importance: (i) pressure-driven injection through
the needle(s), (ii) possible (minor) mismatches between viscosities of the drops versus sur-
rounding bath, (iii) hydrodynamic effects of the free surface above, or (iv) wall effects due
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to the surrounding tank. The main drop consists of 40 µl of polymer solution infused within
2 seconds, and the three smaller satellite drops are also infused within the same time span.
Although the drops do significantly deform during the initial infusion, the really complicated
and determining configurational evolution occurs afterward, when sedimentation is the only
operative phenomenon. There is a tradeoff in selecting a suitable laboratory image to start
off each simulation:

(i) The time should be early enough that fluid entrainment in an internal chan-
nel (of the type seen in Fig. 2(b) winding around into the characteristic TS
shape) has not yet occurred. We are motivated by a restricting assumption in
the numerical algorithm for converting 2D laboratory images into the volumetric
domains. Conceptually the scheme represents each drop as a “stack” of infinites-
imally thin horizontal circular discs “threaded” along a (possibly curved) vertical
“backbone.” The radius r(z) is therefore assumed to be a single-valued function
of z.

(ii) The time should be late enough that infusion has stopped completely. This
premise can be checked by estimating the volumes of the image-analyzed drops
at various stages.

To put the following elaborations of both aspects into perspective, we preview Fig. 4 to
note that sedimentation toward useful TS shapes is remarkably robust to so extreme a
perturbation of the initial configuration as replacing the deformed drop shapes with volume-
equivalent spheres. Arrows in the inset images in Figs. 2(a), 3(a) and 4(b) show that the
simulated starting domain fills in a circumferential depression terminating in a cusp where
the laboratory image of the main drop is widest. The associated extra volume can be
estimated from half of an elliptic torus (see Sec. IV in the Supplemental Material [48]), and
amounts to less than 2% of the total volume of the drop for the frame used to start the
simulations. This (i) corresponds to additional mass of liquid that would make the main
drop sediment slightly faster, and (ii) represents a minor perturbation of the starting shape
that launches the configurational evolution during sedimentation. The former effect actually
gets factored out because we compare the laboratory versus simulated images at equivalent
distances rather than times.

For the experiment depicted in Fig. 2 or 3, we now consider the selection of “starting”
configuration (from among the early-stage laboratory images) with which to launch the cor-
responding simulation. The start of infusion defines time zero in the laboratory. The starting
image was chosen from a laboratory time nominally after the end of infusion, weighing the
tradeoff described above. Table I in the Supplemental Material [48] lists several early-stage
time points in the experiment, along with the corresponding image-estimated volumes; the
choice of starting image is also indicated. Only sedimentation should occur after t = 2 s, so
the estimated drop volume should level off after this time. What we actually calculated was
a relatively small but discernible further increase in volume after the nominal, programmed
cessation of infusion by the syringe pump. The discrepancy could be due to either continued
infusion beyond t = 2 s or inaccuracy in the method for estimating 3D volumes from the
scanned 2D images. In the former scenario the configurational evolution would be affected
by the injection flow, whose contribution is not accounted for in the simulations. In the face
of minor misgivings regarding either (i) the fidelity with which the starting drop domains in
the simulations represent the actual drops in the experiments, or (ii) possible influence of
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FIG. 2. Single-drop sedimentation, experimental and simulated. (a) Velocity history of the exper-

imental drop compared with a computer simulation of low-Reynolds-number sedimentation flow,

starting from a numerical version of the same drop shape (inset, time zero). Velocity and time

have been rendered dimensionless as described in the text. (b) Comparison of experimental versus

simulated drop shapes at the corresponding (dimensionless) cumulative distances of sedimentation.

These correspond to the dimensionless times listed (and identified with dotted lines in part (a)).

In these six images the Reynolds number is within the range 0.0903 to 0.0807.

brief, transient injection effects not modeled in the simulations, the aggregate conclusion of
Fig. 2 is very good correspondence between the experiments and simulations – as we shall
now describe in detail. Having made the choice of starting configuration, the laboratory
“clock” is then reset to zero, and the times listed in the figure refer to dimensionless “sim-
ulation time” as converted by the method shown in Fig. I in the Supplemental Material
[48]. With time rendered comparable in the experiments versus simulations, we define the
sedimentation velocity in terms of cumulative distance traveled by the bottom of the drop,
after it has been reduced by its horizontally projected radius in the starting configuration.
The experimental versus simulated time histories of the sedimentation velocity show good
agreement in Fig. 2(a). At corresponding positions the experimental versus simulated con-
figurations match up well (Fig. 2(b)), although at later stages the simulated TS channel
(consisting of entrained liquid) has not wound around quite as far in the simulations. This
difference may be due to a mismatch in the viscosities of the drop phase versus surrounding
liquid in the experiments; the simulations assume exactly equal viscosities. This aspect is
discussed in Sec. V of the Supplemental Material [48].

For a four-drop system optimized for TS formation, Fig. 3 shows similarly good agreement
between experiment and simulation. One of the satellite drops has been replicated twice
more (and suitably rotated) to generate a triangularly symmetric array in the simulation.
Again the velocity histories (Fig. 3(a)) and drop configurations (Fig. 3(b)) match up well.
To indicate the degree of reproducibility/variability between laboratory trials, Fig. II in the
Supplemental Material [48] repeats Fig. 3 for a nominally identically experiment. In this
case the velocity histories happen not to agree as well (Fig. II(a)), although we observe the
same general trends in time. However, the simulated configurations do again match the
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FIG. 3. Four-drop sedimentation, experimental and simulated. (a) Velocity history of four-drop

experiment compared with a computer simulation of low-Reynolds number flow, starting from

numerical versions of the same drop shapes for the main and satellite drops (inset, time zero). (b)

Comparison of experimental versus simulated drop shapes at the corresponding (dimensionless)

cumulative distances of sedimentation. These correspond to the dimensionless times listed (and

identified with dotted lines in part (a)). In these six images the Reynolds number is within the

range 0.1091 to 0.0858.

laboratory images quite well at corresponding positions (Fig. II(b)).

V. EFFECT OF INITIAL DROP SHAPES ON CONFIGURATIONAL EVOLU-

TION AND TS FORMATION

The computer simulations enable parametric analysis that would be tedious or impossible
to conduct in the laboratory. Figure 4(b) shows that replacing scanned shapes of the satellite
drops and even the main drop with volume-equivalent spheres does not seriously alter the
configurational evolutions during sedimentation, provided that we (i) suitably position the
spheres and (ii) compare configurations at equivalent positions. Suitable initial positioning
means keeping the bottoms of the spheres level with the bottoms of the scanned drop shapes
and preserving the horizontally-projected separations based upon the lowest point of each
drop. The column of images labeled Z = −24.28 shows very similar TS channel shapes for
the same cumulative sedimentation distance, although the times to reach this distance vary
(within the range t = 74.01 to 80) among the three starting configurations. Captured at
the same sedimentation time in the column labeled t = 80, the sedimentation distances vary
(within the range Z = 24.28 to 26.07) and the TS channel lengths are slightly different.

Slightly different times to reach the same distance are quantified by the trajectories (Z
vs t) in the lower graph in Fig. 4(c). These trajectories for different starting shapes are
more similar to each other than the corresponding velocity histories that represent their
time derivatives (upper graph). The configurations II and III with satellite or all drops
replaced with volume-equivalent spheres sediment faster than the laboratory drops in con-
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FIG. 4. Four-drop sedimentation in experiments and simulations: reproducibility and sensitivity

to initial drop shape. (a) Comparison of high-speed-camera images from two nominally identical

experiments. The two images at t = 0 indicate reproducibility of the injection process to attain the

starting configuration (initial stage), whereas the neighboring images indicate the similarity of the

subsequent evolved shape and sedimentation time at the same distance of travel (50 mm). Scale

bar represents 2 mm. (b) Simulated effect of initial drop shapes on the configurational evolution.

In simulation I, all initial drop shapes were numerically converted from the laboratory image at left.

In simulation II, only the main drop is numerically converted from the image, while the satellite

drops are replaced with volume-equivalent spheres. In simulation III, all drops are replaced with

volume-equivalent spheres. The numerical conversion process was used to estimate the volumes of

the laboratory drops as well as their relative positions. The latter determined the horizontal (d1α)

and vertical (z′α) drop separations in the simulations. (c) Comparison of velocity and distance

histories for the three simulations.

figuration I (upper graph), but all three curves show roughly similar reductions in velocity
as the configurations evolve through entrainment of satellite drops and formation of the TS
channels.

We conclude that parametric analysis regarding entrainment of the satellite drops within
the main drop and final TS configurations (which applies directly to manufacturing TS
particles) can be accurately conducted via computer simulations assuming spherical starting
shapes of all drops. In all subsequent simulations the main drop will have radius a1 = 1.
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VI. COMPUTER SIMULATION AS A TOOL TO OPTIMIZE TOROIDAL-

SPIRAL STRUCTURE FORMATION OF DROPLETS WITH DIFFERENT DEN-

SITIES

Experimental trials established the drop-injection geometry appearing in Figs. 3 and 4,
which applies to identical satellite drops positioned in an equilateral triangle around the main
drop. Encapsulating multiple, possibly incompatible, drugs into one TS particle will likely
entail different densities of the satellite drops and (asymmetric) adjustment of the positions
of the injection needles. To avoid tedious trial-and-error in the laboratory, we use computer
simulations to validate two robust rules of thumb with which the injection geometry can be
easily be designed to encapsulate satellite drops of different properties within a suitable TS
structure at an arbitrarily chosen distance of sedimentation. The logical argument proceeds
in two steps. First, in varying the radius and density of satellite drops, we establish the
HR sedimentation velocity as the crucial, correlating quantity. Second, in varying the HR
velocity of three identical satellite drops in a symmetrical arrangement, simulations produce
an “entrainment map” that indicates how far from the main drop (projected horizontally)
the drops should be positioned in order to become entrained in a suitable TS structure at an
arbitrarily prescribed distance of sedimentation. With these two heuristics in place, we can
immediately design a starting configuration for three satellite drops of arbitrary properties
and be assured – without trial-and-error – that they will be successfully encapsulated.

A. Rule #1: HR sedimentation velocity

As a first approximation, we posit that the most important quantity affecting satellite
drops’ interaction with and entrainment by the main drop is their HR sedimentation velocity
– irrespective of how their radius and density conspire to produce that velocity. Obviously
the satellite drops will become deformed during entrainment, but our assumption implies
that the main and determining effects are deformation of the main drop and its dominance
in determining the overall flow field. Figure 5(a) shows three satellite drops of different force
densities (Fα/F1 = ∆ρα/∆ρ1) and radii (aα) but the same HR sedimentation velocity relative
to the main drop: (vα/v1 = Fαa

2
α/F1a

2
1). In order of decreasing radius and commensurately

increasing force density, they are color coded red, green, blue. Otherwise they are positioned
in the starting configuration III from Fig. 4(b): center to center height z′2 = z′3 = z′4 = 1.32
and horizontally projected distance d12 = d13 = d14 = 1.12. Comparing the images along
each row of the tableau in Fig. 5(b), we see that the green and blue satellite drops are
encapsulated in a roughly symmetric way despite dramatically increasing force density (and
decreasing size) compared to the red drop. For comparison, Fig. III in the Supplemental
Material [48] shows exactly symmetric configurations. Progressing down the rows, we see
that increasing the satellite/main HR velocity ratio above the advantageous value vα/v1 =
0.53 leads to a distended shape and less effective encapsulation.

B. Rule #2: Entrainment map

Starting from the symmetric initial configuration III in Fig. 4 (center to center height
z′α = 1.32, horizontally projected distance d1α = 1.12, radius aα = 0.47, force density Fα =
2.4), we now consider in Fig. 6 how d1α should be varied to achieve TS encapsulation when
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FIG. 5. Tableau of 15 simulations to test the hypothesis that the main determinant of config-

urational evolution is the HR sedimentation velocity of the satellite drops, irrespective (within

reasonable limits) of how their size and force density conspire to produce that velocity. (a) Top

view of the four-drop starting configuration (left panel) along with the sectional plane that defines

the front view (right panel). The main drop has radius a1 = 1 and force density F1 = 1. Satellite

drops are placed at same center-to-center height z′α and horizontally projected distance (d1α = d)

from the central drop. The force density Fα of satellite drops increases in the progression from

red (α = 2) to green (α = 3) to blue (α = 4). (b) Simulated TSP shapes. In all cases the red

drop (α = 2) has its force density (F2 = 2.4) fixed at the value corresponding to configuration

III in Fig. 4(b). In the first row, the radius (a2 = 0.47) also matches the same configuration,

which leads to an HR velocity relative to the main drop of v2/v1 = 0.53. The other two satel-

lite drops have larger force densities and smaller radii. Both parameters are indicated along the

bottom of the tableau, color coded to the images. For example, in the upper left image F3 = 2.6

and F4 = 2.9; the respective radii (a3 = 0.4481, a4 = 0.4290) are chosen to yield the same HR

velocity: v2/v1 = v3/v1 = v4/v1. Progressing down the first column, the HR velocity of the red

drop is increased by increasing its radius a2 at fixed force density (F2 = 2.4). The HR velocity and

simulation time for each row is indicated at the left of the tableau. In a given image, all satellite

drops have the same HR velocity irrespective of their (differing) sizes, and the distance traveled

is indicated. Progressing across each row, we observe that the TS shape is relatively insensitive

the sizes of the satellite drops, provided that they have the same HR velocity. Progressing down

each column, we see how the TS shape becomes distorted as the HR velocity increases above the

advantageous value observed in the experiments and Fig. 4(b).
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we vary the HR sedimentation velocity by changing Fα. For fixed Fα (among the values 2.0,
2.4, 2.8, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6), we determine for each starting position d1α the distance Z traveled
by an initial four-drop configuration to develop a suitable TS structure, as defined in Fig.
6(b). This leads to the map shown in Fig. 6(c). Using this graph in reverse, we can now
decide beforehand at which distance Z (e.g., horizontal dotted lines) we wish the TS shape
to form from satellite drops of a given force density Fα and then read off d1α accordingly.

C. TS formation using satellite drops with different HR velocities

Although the entrainment map in Fig. 6(c) was calculated for symmetric starting config-
urations and satellite drops of the same radius and density, it can be used to formulate a
suitable starting condition when the satellite drops have different HR velocities. For drops
of equal radii but different densities, Fig. 7 shows how to choose the (asymmetric) horizontal
distances of all three drops d1α to be successfully encapsulated within the desirable TS shape
at an arbitrarily chosen position Z. For the largest sedimentation distance ZI = −26.6, the
TS channels appear quite symmetric even with a 40% spread in force densities between the
lightest (red) and heaviest (blue) satellite drops. To achieve encapsulation at shorter dis-
tances (ZIV = −21.6), the satellite drops must be heavier with a smaller relative spread in
force densities and positioned closer in. A bigger spread in densities can be accommodated if
the radius of the densest satellite drop is reduced according to the HR velocity rule. Figure
8 illustrates the design of two (asymmetric) starting configurations when the satellite drops
are of different sizes.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has demonstrated the utility of Stokeslet-based computer simulations in mod-
eling the fluid-dynamic formation of TS structures involving three satellite drops encap-
sulated within a main drop, which serve as drug-delivery vehicles when photochemically
cross-linked into solid particles. Toward formulating a synergistic drug “cocktail” within
a single TS particle, parametric study then established two rules of thumb to avoid ex-
perimental or computational trial-and-error in designing the injection geometry when the
satellite drops have different sizes and densities. The first rule identifies the HR sedimenta-
tion velocity as crucial, independent of how the density and radius conspire to produce that
velocity. The second rule involves an entrainment map to determine suitable positions of the
satellite drops for encapsulation at an arbitrarily prescribed distance of sedimentation. The
combination of experimental and computational methodologies used here could potentially
be applied more broadly to mixing and printing phenomena.
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FIG. 6. Entrainment map: curves of travel distance until TS channel formation versus initial

horizontal distance of the satellite drops. (a). Initial four-drop configuration with satellite drops

of the same radius (a2 = a3 = a4 = 0.47) force density (F = F2 = F3 = F4) and same center-to

center distance (d = d12 = d13 = d14). The main drop has radius a1 = 1 and force density F1 = 1.

(b). Visual definition of the“fina” stage of TS channel formation used for this comparison. For

each value of the force density F , we define the endpoint of shape evolution as that time when

the leading tip of the TS channel reaches the top of its curved arc in a sectional view and would

subsequently wind further around. To aid in this visual identification, we observe that – irrespective

of the initial distance d – this stage occurs when the leading tip comes back to roughly the same

radial distance r from the axis, indicated with a pair of vertical lines. Example final configurations

(and the endpoint radial distances) are shown for two values of the force density: F = 2.4, 3.6. (c).

Cumulative distance of travel Z to attain the final TS shape (defined in part (b)) as a function of

initial horizontal distance d of the satellite drops for various force densities. The travel distances

ZI, ZII, ZIII, ZIV, indicated with horizontal lines and enumerated with Roman numerals, refer to

the simulations depicted in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7. Tableau of simulated drop configurations illustrates how the entrainment map from Fig.

6 can be used to determine a suitable starting configuration for satellite drops of different HR

velocities to come together in a TS shape at an arbitrarily chosen sedimentation distance: ZI, ZII,

ZIII, ZIV, (a). Four-drop configuration for satellite drops of the same sizes (a2 = a3 = a4 = 0.47)

and vertical positions (z′2 = z′3 = z′4 = 1.32) but different horizontal distances (d12 6= d13 6= d14)

and force densities (F2 6= F3 6= F4). The main drop has radius a1 = 1 and force density F1 = 1. (b)

Simulated TS shapes successfully formed at four different sedimentation distances (ZI, ZII, ZIII,

ZIV) from satellite drops of different force densities. The leftmost image in each row is a side view

from the direction indicated by the eye in part (a). Sectional views from three different angles are

indicated in the subsequent three images: each angle emphasizes one of the three satellite drops.
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FIG. 8. Demonstration of both rules of thumb used simultaneously to arrive at suitable starting

conditions for a case in which the satellite drops have different properties and asymmetric locations.

We show simulated TS shapes successfully formed at the same sedimentation distance ZI from Fig.

7(b). All satellite drops are placed at same horizontal distances as before (d12 = 1.055, d13 = 1.15,

d14 = 1.3) and drops 3 and 4 have the same properties. However, the red satellite drop (α = 2) now

has a smaller radius and commensurately larger body-force density to give the same HR velocity

ratio v2/v1 = 0.442 compared with the red drop in Fig. 7(b). The main drop has radius a1 = 1

and force density F1 = 1.
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